F.H. Collins. Illustration from
patent application for Magneto
Ear Phone, U.S. patent 622,328,
issued April 4, 1899.
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One of the most striking things about the writing on wireless telegraphy immediately following its public unveiling at the America’s
Cup races of 1899 is the extent to which journalists, engineering
professionals, and storytellers focused on what the device could
not do. Admittedly, the capabilities of “wireless” as Guglielmo
Marconi first developed and pitched it were limited. A technical
precursor to radio, wireless telegraphy could transmit on one
wavelength only, effectively carving out a bubble within which
any other signal would simply produce noise. Similarly, Marconi’s
wireless was not at all selective in its reception of incoming signals, thus picking up a variety of both natural and manufactured
frequencies. Surviving paper tapes that carry messages inked in
Morse code from the Marconi wireless show not a clear series of
dots and dashes but “either a semicontinuous line, occasionally
broken up at arbitrary points along the tape, or gibberish—lines
that were neither dots nor dashes.” While telegraph operators
were trained to tap out messages across the wires with blazing
speed, wireless “key work” necessitated depressing the key a full
five seconds for dot and fifteen for dash.1 It was this highly provisional version of wireless telegraphy that the press responded
to. But such limitations did not keep either the more informed
skeptics in technical publications or the starry-eyed wireless
fanatics in mass circulation newspapers from thinking seriously
about the potential of information transmitted through the air. A
series of technical and narrative mechanisms rushed in to explain
away the rough spots in wireless’s limited capabilities as it was
first exhibited, sparking a conversation on the shape of wireless
media to come that ranged from its practical applications—such
as checking in with a family member or coordinating fleets of
cargo ships—to the more fantastical ones, such as exorcising ghosts
or conducting séances.
The media historian Jeffrey Sconce has surveyed the visions of
“electronic presence” brought on by the seemingly disembodied
consciousness of wireless and, later, radio, television, and digital
media. Growing out of each of these technological epistemes is a
“media folklore” in which users and devices can be possessed by
“ghosts in the machine.” Sconce argues that “such dreams have
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always been vivid and seemingly eminent but are, of course, ultimately impossible. In the end we are always left with a material
machine at the heart of such supernatural speculation, a device
mechanically assembled, socially deployed, and culturally
received within a specific historical moment.”2 In this model, we
have a hard technical core that gradually becomes diluted as
we move outward from the material of the machine through various layers of social use and cultural representation. Each device
begins to lose its material specificity as it flows into a disperse
and apparently transhistorical folkloric tradition. In this article,
I call into question this long-standing separation of the object and
its reception, the tool and its socially deployed instrumentality.
In contrast to the fantasies enumerated by Sconce about making
contact with the other side, the technical characteristics of a
device that might enable something like ubiquitous connectivity
began to take on definite contours. Before an entirely legible
message could even be recorded with wireless telegraphy, projected capabilities such as selective tuning, the transmission of
voice and music signals, and portability served as nodes around
which researchers and writers focused their energies. These
nodes often worked in lockstep, and, almost from the beginning
of Marconi’s demonstration of the technology, a system of discrete capabilities came together to form a speculative apparatus
known as “pocket wireless.”
To speak of the definite contours of a “speculative apparatus”
might seem counterintuitive. But part of our task here is to bring
into focus the way a particular gadget circulates through culture
not just as a tool but as a kind of narrative that feeds back on the
perceived functionality of the tool itself. After all, “speculation”
and “apparatus” both refer to a thing to be understood and a means
of understanding, both of which are necessary to any discussion
of media.3 The narrative of pocket wireless—a portable telegraph
transmitter and receiver whose ability to be carried on one’s
person allowed it to be integrated into a range of communicative
situations—became a means through which wireless telegraphy
was explained to the public. The hope was that the device would
“materially assist to popularize wireless,” moving it out of the
domain of basement experimenters eavesdropping on naval
transmissions or playing with their own cryptic codes, and into
the realm of the everyday.4 Prototypes were developed and even
sold to the public by everyone from the most connected members
of the burgeoning consumer electronics industry, such as Marconi
himself, all the way down to amateur basement experimenters
like fifteen-year-old Lewis Mumford, whose first published piece
of writing was a blueprint for a portable wireless receiver in
Modern Electrics.5
Pocket wireless succeeded in “materially popularizing” the new
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technology of wireless, not only as a functional device that crystallized those dimensions that distinguish wireless telegraphy
from wired telegraphy—that is, dramatizing how a transformation of the material substrate of a communications medium alters
the nature of the medium itself—but as a fictional device in novels
and cinema. As if assuming a fluid exchange between devices
and plot devices, fictional articulations of pocket wireless were
often cited in popular and trade publications alike as evidence of
the device’s imminence, a phenomenon that has as much to do
with the emergence of science fiction as it does media history.
Similarly, depictions of the device in newspapers and popular
science magazines focused not only on the technical contours of
the device (a coherer, aerial, ground, and headset) or its abilities
(reception at thirty miles from the pocket of a coat), but also on
narrating the situations in which such a tool might become useful. At a moment in which wireless telegraphy’s transmission of
messages through the air was not fully understood by the scientific community, practical demonstrations of the new technology
were fit into narrative frameworks such as dialogues, metaphors,
hypothetical situations, and receptive postures made possible by
the contours of the city.
A minor figure in media history, pocket wireless was never
adopted to any great degree and was quickly passed over in favor
of more-practical devices and modes of communication. But
it constituted a pattern of expectation that held sway over the
reception of wireless telegraphy for about twenty years, taking on
a range of material manifestations.6 What follows is a brief genealogy of this gadget as it circulated in the form of “baseless” speculation, blueprints, prototypes showcased for the press, props and
plot devices in fiction and film, vaporware advertised alongside
X-ray specs and vitamin tonics in the back of popular science and
children’s magazines, and, more recently, an anecdote trotted out
as a century-old “prediction” of the mobile phone.
“Call Up Wifey on the ‘Stove-Pipe’ Radio”
As early as the 1890s, the form factor of the pocket served as a
kind of vanishing point for the ultimate development of the wireless transmitter and receiver. Just months before Marconi’s demo
at the America’s Cup, Arthur V. Abbott described how the potential of wireless telegraphy heralded not only the obsolescence
of the telegraph’s physical infrastructure but the virtualization of
that infrastructure onto the bodies of wireless users:
Telegraphing without wires—how attractive it sounds. No
more unsightly pole lines disfiguring the streets and highways, ornamented with the dangling skeletons of by-gone
kites. No more perpetual excavation of the streets, to find
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room beneath their surfaces for additional circuits that
cannot possibly be crowded on to the staggering lines that
darken the sky with their sooty cobwebs. A little instrument
that one can almost carry in the pocket, certainly in a microscopic grip, and if your correspondent be likewise equipped,
you may arrest his attention and talk to him almost any time
or place, with no intervening medium but the omnipresent
luminiferous ether, a veritable 19th century realization of
the dreams of the Rosicrucians.7
True to the terms set up by Abbott, many science and technology
journalists over the next three decades were fascinated by the
possibility that the vast and messy infrastructure of the telegraph
might be neatly wrapped around the body of an individual,
mobile user. In 1907, the New York Times reported on a twentyyear-old tinkerer who had devised a “miniature apparatus . . .
which may mean a vast deal in the everyday life of mundane existence.” Narrating his astonishment at the series of marvels put
forward by the “boy,” the reporter asks where the antenna is.
He pulled out a tiny stretch of wires, built in the same form
as is the aerial over a big station. He then tucked it with a
pin inside of his coat near the collar and let it hang. The rest
of his little wireless outfit was strapped about his waist
with a buckle.8
Playing into the archetype of the “boy genius” inventor popular
around the turn of the century, these articles told of young
electrics enthusiasts threading wires throughout their garments
and planting miniature receivers on various parts of their bodies.9 By the 1920s, the sight of such an outfitted youth walking
down the street was commonplace, according to a New York
Tribune article on noted radio home-brewer Leon W. Bishop.
Five or six years ago, [Bishop] won a reputation as being more
or less of a nut because he might often be seen walking about
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Above: “With his pocket wireless
apparatus attached to his body,
Dr. Cox, the inventor, becomes
a veritable radio station.”
From Popular Science Monthly,
December 1915.
Opposite: Noted ant taxonomist
Horace St. John Donisthorpe’s
“pocketbook receiver,” tuned by
opening and closing the “covers”
at various angles. Horace St. John
de Aulâ Donisthorpe. Patent
application for Radio Telegraphic
and Telephonic Apparatus, U.S.
patent 1,388,936, filed April 28,
1920, and issued August 30, 1921.

the streets with wires dangling from
his hat and running down to a cane,
while another wire trailed from one
foot. Occasionally Bishop would hold
out his cane, put one hand in his
pocket, fumble with something—and
announce that he was receiving a
wireless message. Today almost anyone would know what he was doing,
but five or six years ago the man who
knew anything about wireless was an
exception and unless Bishop took the
time to let spectators “listen in” to the
dots and dashes, no one believed him.10
Over the course of five years, a gesture as
simple as fumbling through one’s pocket
had come to be associated with a completely different kind of cultural technique.
Rather than sifting among a private collection of objects or scraps, the users of the
pocket wireless receiver now opened
themselves up to a “receptive situation” in
which live bits of information or messages
from home might be skimmed from the airwaves. Collections of
utilitarian or discarded objects were joined by information such
as weather signals or stock quotes, and one’s perception of
dipping into the pocket now had to accommodate an understanding of both of these kinds of materiality. A hand reaching for
a pocket watch could now just as easily be tuning a “pocketbook
receiver” to pick up a time signal broadcast at regular intervals
from miles away.
The idea of telegraphic signals transmitted through the air
transformed the pocket into a potential carrier of virtualized
infrastructures. By the 1910s, Abbott’s projection of a wireless
world was seemingly confirmed, as proposals and blueprints for
pocket wireless filled the pages of trade journals such as The
Electrician, Electrical Review, Wireless World, and Telephony.
Daily newspapers and the burgeoning field of popular science
magazines—which included titles such as Modern Electrics and
Popular Mechanics—soon followed suit. Pocket wireless devices
were frequently submitted to inventors’ contests in journals such
as Marconi’s The Wireless Age, which included a monthly prize
segment titled “From and For Those Who Help Them Selves:
Experimenters’ Experiences.”11 By the end of the decade, other
industry publications were picking up on the concept and proposing its application in their own fields. Coal Age reported that pocket
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wireless might be an effective tool in the improvement of mine
control and safety, and the Journal of the United States Artillery
wrote of a fountain pen receiver designed by the eminent inventor
Lee De Forest that could be employed during field operations.12
But the irony of Abbott’s original 1899 evocation of the older,
physical infrastructure of the city being replaced by a new electric sphere beginning to envelop it would be made clear by these
new designs. Most of the depictions of pocket wireless that
appeared over the next two decades involved a user making
physical contact with some kind of urban infrastructure—a drain
pipe, an iron bannister, a railway track, or even a puddle—
in order to pick up a signal. Surveying the coverage of pocket
wireless and its development over this period, the variety of
objects to which the device might be connected indicates just
how many different communicative situations journalists and
promoters hoped the device could be integrated into. Objects
serving as “aerials” (an early term for antennas) included rifles,
umbrellas, stovepipes, curtain rods, manhole covers, bicycles,
and (counterintuitively) telegraph poles. The apparatus could be
grounded using metal-heeled shoes, a stick or cane one would
have to carry around, or any metallic surface that one happened
to pass over. The Ondophone, for instance, a compact crystal
detector manufactured and sold in Paris by Horace Hurm around
1914, and one of the earliest complete wireless receivers sold to
the French public, achieved different levels of performance
depending on the nature of the objects the user had readily available. The Ondophone was designed to receive time signals and
weather reports broadcast in Morse code from the Eiffel Tower
out to a radius of thirty miles, but this distance could be
increased depending on the nature of the metal object to which
the user connected the device’s tethered clips. A bicycle or an
automobile could boost reception up to 120 miles, and “a stove,
wire fence or grating, bedstead and the like” could extend that
distance to 300 miles.13
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Horace Hurm. Ondophone,
ca. 1914. From “The Ondophone,”
Popular Electricity and the
World’s Advance, May 1914.

While reports on the latest pocket wireless prototype leave us
with a beautiful steampunk image of people strolling about, connecting their vaguely stethoscopic “leads” to the humming infrastructure of the city in order to receive the latest weather report
or stock quotes, the proposed social situations in which the
device might operate were surprisingly mundane. At least two
Philadelphia inventors, Frank Chambers and W.W. Macfarlane,
demonstrated their versions of pocket wireless to journalists from
1914 to 1920. Though both refused to reveal the particulars of
their designs, they staged elaborate performances of the device in
ways that revealed it to be a highly gendered means of point-topoint communication. Descriptions of the projected functionality of pocket wireless in these articles often consist of the mobile
husband roaming about the city, communicating with his sedentary wife, who remains at home to operate the transmitter. World
Today covered Chambers’s design in their “Making of To-Morrow”
section (“How the world of to-day is preparing for the world of
to-morrow!”). An accompanying photograph depicts Chambers
standing on a train track for better reception and angling his
high-hat receiving apparatus to pick up a message from his wife,
who operates the sending device at home:
He has a sending apparatus at his home, and he has taught
his wife to use this and has perfected her in the Morse code
at which he is an adept himself. Consequently, he enjoys
the novel pleasure of being able at any time to carry on a
one sided conversation with his wife. It is necessarily one
sided for he can not talk back—he can only listen—a handicap
that has its disadvantages as well as possibly its advantages.14
With the sending wife and the receiving husband correctly
“syntonized” (tuned) to one another, they might remain in constant contact throughout the course of the day “by agreeing to be
in a receptive situation at a certain time.” An apparent commonplace among Philadelphia tinkerers was to plant their spouse
in a fixed location while they roved around, showing off for
reporters. Macfarlane staged his demonstration from the back of
an automobile: “Three men in a moving auto listened while the
fourth held converse with his wife in a garage 500 yards back, the
car body serving as the wave collector.”15 Distinct from the more
speculative genres of writing on wireless communication’s
potential popular at the time, such as interplanetary contact or
the surveillant fantasies of television and visual telephones,
pocket wireless neatly mapped onto existing sociocultural norms,
simply articulating them across greater distances. Often, these
dreams of ubiquitous connectivity proved surprisingly pedestrian, notwithstanding attempts by the journalists covering such
demonstrations to contain their incredulity: “It is no wild dream
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to say that a man riding on a train to New York can telephone his wife about bringing a friend home for dinner
by using this device.”16 Or, even better: “It is at least
something more than a toy, and has interesting possibilities as an accessory to the summer outing outfit.”17
If extending the domestic space across the city was
one of the most compelling images of the pocket wireless
in operation, networking an army of soldiers on the
battlefield was the other. Macfarlane in particular was
fond of pitching the military applications of his design.
If this could have been ready for use in the war,
think of the value it would have had. A whole regiment equipt [sic] with the telephone receivers, with
only their rifles as aerials, could advance a mile and
each would be instantly in touch with the commanding officer. No runners would be needed.18
In a remarkable piece published in the March 1911 issue
of the children’s magazine St. Nicholas, an entire army is
incorporated using the metaphor of the general’s body to
describe “the light, compact, and highly sensitive electrical nerves of armies today.” Just as “injured skin sends
a telegram by way of the nerves to the brain, which in
turn telegraphs back again by some more nerves to the
muscles,” transmitting “commands that are obeyed without question,” the technology of modern warfare allows generals to fight
as if directly with one another, “each of them armed with an
army.”19 From the dining room to the coal mines to the battlefield,
pocket wireless would afford a greater degree of organization
among the movements of networked individuals.
Devices and Plot Devices
While newspaper and magazine coverage showed a wide range of
applications for pocket wireless, they did so through a confusing
mix of indicative and subjunctive modes, present and future
tenses, leaving unclear whether the technology constituted a
future development, something currently available, or an idea
that had been anticipated for centuries but was only now within
the realm of possibility—of being “realized.” These diverse presentations overlapped so neatly that in the same year pocket
wireless was “prophesied” as a revolutionary tool of tomorrow it
could be purchased from the mail-order section in the back of
various experimenter magazines for as little as $3. How might
one reconcile these two radically different materialities? We
might make some sense out of the fact that most of the pocket
wireless devices offered for sale at the time were at best impractical and at worst vaporware. The Imperial Pocket Wireless
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Opposite: “Receiving a Message
from Home.” W.W. Macfarlane
demonstrating his high-hat
receiving apparatus, standing
on a streetcar rail for better
reception. From H.D. Jones,
“Pocket Wireless,” World Today
20 (June 1911).
Above: “Pocket Wireless
Perfected at Last.” Advertisement
for Esankay Pocket Outfit, S. & K.
Electric and Manufacturing
Company, Boy’s Life, July 1915.

receiver, manufactured in Lima, Ohio, and advertised in the May
1908 issue of Popular Mechanics, was designed to use a half-inch
spark gap.20 Just how impractical some of these designs were
becomes clear when one considers that this spark gap—an early
means of transmitting electromagnetic waves that involved passing a live current of electricity through the air between two electrodes, in this case at a distance of half an inch—had to be worn
on one’s person or carried around in the hand. Subsequent ads
for the Imperial receiver improbably claim that the portable spark
gap receiver can be used “when boating, autoing, bicycling, etc.”
For some commentators, the questionable merits of these designs
meant that pocket wireless was better considered as a fictional
invention, a tool far more useful for mystery writers than advancing armies. As one wrote, “Pocket wireless only exists so far in
the minds of the writers of thrilling spy stories, but the day is very
near . . . when light, portable sets might be introduced.”21
Formulations such as this were not meant to dismiss the idea of
pocket wireless as impossible or even improbable. Indeed, the
popular and trade publications of the time took the fact of pocket
wireless’s appearance in works of fiction as further evidence that
the device was even closer to realization.
Much like the wide applicability of its functional cousin to
many different industries and social situations, the fictional version of pocket wireless was featured across a range of literary
genres. Wireless telegraphy pervades the high-adventure mystery
novels of South Dakotan Charles Edmund DeLand, whispering to
characters of revolutions, the position and speed of aircraft, and
broadcasting theatrical programs live around the globe. In his
1917 novel The Psychic Trio, or, Nations Reconciled, for example,
pocket wireless serves as a backup for destroyed airplane wireless attachments.22 In 1913, J.D. Archer published “The Telephone
Engineer’s Imaginary Mexican Escapade,” a story whose subtitle
needs no further explanation: “In Which Our Hero Invents a
Pocket Wireless Telephone Instrument, Acts as a Spy in a Mexican
Battle, Holds Conversations with His Friends while in the
Enemy’s Ranks and—Wakes Up!”23 The device was featured in a
number of cinematic narratives as well, particularly in detective
serials around 1915, at moments when the film’s hero has been
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captured, held prisoner, and needs to radio out for help. Otis
Turner’s now lost serial The Black Box (1915, United States)
introduced the criminologist Sanford Quest, who, along with his
two female assistants—mediums of a different kind controlled
through “hypnotism and the use of electro-telepathic appliances”—
deployed an arsenal of fictional gadgetry in the service of solving
a murder mystery.24 In part three of the serial, titled “The Pocket
Wireless,” Quest communicates with one of his assistants as she
goes undercover in the home of the suspected murderer. The
device is featured again in a July release of the same year with
Victory Films’ The Isolated House, an American version of
Richard Oswald’s German feature Der Hund von Baskerville.
According to Moving Picture World, in this adaptation of the
Arthur Conan Doyle novel, Sherlock Holmes “takes up the case
and in the course of his investigations is locked in a secret closet
in the castle by the criminal who has recognized him. Armed
with a pocket wireless outfit, Holmes calls an assistant and is
quickly released.”25 As a plot device, pocket wireless often provided pace and resolution to otherwise insoluble problems in
narratives of suspense.26
Considering how the telephone’s connection of remote spaces
along a unified timeline provided the dimensions by which audiences could accept the reality of the cross-cut in early narrative
cinema, one can only surmise how the incorporation of pocket
wireless into the cinematic mise-en-scène would have affected
the editing of these now lost films. Several critics have commented on the inherent science fictionality of early cinema,
including Brooks Landon, who writes that the experimental short
films produced by Thomas Edison, Georges Méliès, and the
Lumière brothers “all centered on the gimmick of showing and
exploiting technology that could dramatically cut or speed up the
time necessary for certain processes.”27 Speculative apparatuses
such as pocket wireless figured prominently in these early science fictions films but were by no means limited to them. These
gadgets had a role across genres as diverse as mystery, horror,
musicals, and romance, suggesting a more nuanced account of
science fiction’s place in the history of cinema and the development of film form.28
While we can no longer register how the insertion of this
device affected the narrative apparatus of film, we can see how
pocket wireless enabled certain kinds of narrative actions or
communicative possibilities in works of fiction. Pocket wireless
makes a brief appearance, among a number of other technological wonders, in the proto–science fiction story “A Glimpse into
the Future.” Consisting of a dialogue between Mr. A.D. Rocks of
Chicago and Mr. J.K. Brocks of New York, the story tells of the
state of the world in 2500 A.D., when France is at war with
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Germany and Americans receive instant updates on the progress
of the war through wireless broadcast. Periodically throughout
the dialogue, Rocks contacts his wife via pocket wireless for the
latest updates while she remains at home operating the main
receiving apparatus. When Brocks tells Rocks of how beautiful
the Alps were during his recent trip, Rocks responds, “Excuse me
a moment; I’ll call up my wife and ask her to make a note of it.
(Takes out a pocket wireless telephone and speaks briefly to Mrs.
R. in Chicago.) There, that’s settled. She’s sure to remember it,
she’s so fond of scenery.”29 Rocks is not calling his wife simply to
tell her about the Alps or that they should make plans to travel
there (made easy in 2500 by transportation via “submarine tube”)
but rather contacts her as his stenographer, as if she were a fully
integrated component in his note-taking workflow.
Several media theorists, including Siegfried Zielinski, Bruce
Sterling, Eric Kluitenberg, and Timothy Druckrey, have written
on what they call “imaginary media,” devices that have no material existence outside of their fictional articulations. For these critics, such fantastical objects encourage us to deemphasize the
apparatus in the history and theory of media technologies and
instead focus on discursive cultural imaginaries. In Kluitenberg’s
treatment, “the imaginary properties of media are often somehow
obscured by the fact that so much of what is studied in the histories and theories of the media is embodied in physical media
machines.” He goes on to say that an archaeology of such imaginary media “suggests a shift away from the utilitarian and toward
the phantasmatic in ‘excavating’ these imaginaries from the histories of technology and the media and from the (media) practices
of everyday life.”30 But gadgetry such as pocket wireless—
depicted throughout the 1910s in various shades of immanence,
plausibility, and possibility—seems to evoke a completely different set of questions about the liminality of the real and the imaginary, the material and the immaterial. What is at stake here is the
feedback between technical interaction and speculation, between
science and fiction. While separating the utilitarian from the fantastic may be useful in dealing with projections such as universal translators, virtual reality, or communion with the dead,
“imaginary media” just on the horizon require a slightly different
approach. As we have seen with pocket wireless, the category
of utility is slippery, comprising its inabilities, its real and anticipated applications, and depictions of its usability, each of which
plays a constitutive role in the cultural imaginary of this speculative apparatus. To speak then of a “material machine at the
heart of such supernatural speculation” (to return to Sconce) is
perhaps to offer up a spatially inaccurate metaphor, one that artificially separates categories that are, epistemologically speaking,
indistinguishable.
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The Mechanics of Speculation
The difficulty of assessing the veracity of these claims to portable
wireless communication is precisely what makes the case of the
pocket wireless so compelling for media archaeology. Despite the
ongoing research and development reported in these publications and the enthusiasm for the new technology across a range
of professions, technologists argued over the feasibility of pocket
wireless as demonstrated to the press, demonstrations that engineers and physicists struggled to explain. Much of the early
development of wireless telegraphy confined itself to tinkering
with material components rather than coming up with a theoretical account of how or why such devices worked. This was often
framed as focusing on “engineering” or “practical” questions,
as opposed to “philosophical” or “theoretical” questions.31 As
Electrical World and Engineer stated,
A want—if not long felt, none the less real—exists for a theory
of wireless telegraphy, or, at least, a working hypothesis, which
will satisfactorily explain the functions of some of the details
that have been found indispensable by Marconi and others in
the apparatus employed in practical wireless telegraphy.32
The experimentation done with the “practical apparatus” outpaced
any attempt to explain the operation of the apparatus itself. Thus
the theory of the luminiferous ether as the medium through which
radio frequencies moved was allowed to persist into the 1920s.
And so debates about the potential abilities of this highly
schematic and poorly understood device did not confine themselves to literary circles. The future of telegraphy and portable
communications was a popular topic at meetings of researchers
and technical societies around the turn of the twentieth century,
often surrounding the topic of capabilities unavailable to wireless telegraphy at the moment, such as selective tuning and the
transmission of the voice. Like pocket wireless, the overarching
idea of wireless telephony had its own prototypical narrative
expositions. The scene usually involved a man who was able to
contact a friend at any time and from any location across the
globe. One of the most often cited source texts for this popular
scene is an 1892 article by William Crookes, which some have
argued inaugurated the very concept of wireless communications.33 Crookes writes,
Any two friends living within the radius of sensibility of
their receiving instruments, having first decided on their
special wavelength and attuned their respective instruments
to mutual receptivity, could thus communicate as often as
they pleased by timing the impulses to produce long and
short intervals in the ordinary Morse code.
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For Crookes, the ability to converse with a friend at any time and
from anywhere was
no mere dream of a visionary philosopher. All the requisites
needed to bring it within the grasp of daily life are well
within the possibilities of discovery, and are so reasonable
and so clearly in the path of researches which are now being
actively prosecuted in every capital of Europe that we may
any day expect to hear that they have emerged from the
realms of speculation into those of sober fact.34
Though the ability of two people to converse from a distance is
the most cited prediction of Crookes’s paper, the article goes on
to discuss the uses of electricity “to improve harvests, to kill
parasites, to purify sewage, to eliminate disease, and to control
weather.”35
Reviews of Crookes’s paper and his subsequent lectures on the
subject dismissed his speculations as “fairy-tales of science” that
made it “difficult to know whether we should understand him
literally, and take all his statements as the latest scientific truths.”
In one review essay from the Spectator titled “Science and
Conjecture,” the author sees as problematic that
the scientific authorities of to-day have fallen into a rather
provoking and tantalising habit of taking the public into
their confidence, making known to it discoveries that are as
yet only half-known to themselves, and building upon the
basis of those discoveries a bewildering fabric of conjectural
possibilities as to the extraordinary phenomena that may
result should the discoveries prove to be true ones. . . .
The truths that they present to us are quite astounding
enough; we are not really strong enough to grapple with
their conjectures.36
Unaccustomed to the twentieth-century notion that popular
science, speculative fiction, and “what if” scenarios could be an
effective tool in scientific education, the reviewer equates conjecture with the methods of mesmerists, fakirs, and spiritualists,
noting, “we find it sometimes as difficult to believe in the truth
as we do to reject the fraud.” Over the next decade, the conversation on the future of wireless did not always center on whether
talking to friends anywhere at any time was a probable vision of
the future or even if the depiction of this scenario was to be taken
as a literal or symbolic account of contemporary research into
electromagnetic waves. Rather, the most pertinent question
seemed to be whether such a projection was even possible. As the
scene of two friends picking up a conversation from anywhere
across the globe circulated through technical journals in the late
1890s and into the 1900s, the emphasis shifted from technical
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questions to the mechanics of speculation itself.
At a May 1901 dinner held by the Society of the Arts in London,
Marconi delivered a paper on recent research into syntony, a then
theoretical principle by which individual wireless telegraphs
would be able to selectively tune or “syntonize” with one another
(as opposed to every device transmitting on the same wavelength).
The talk prompted the chairman of the society, William Edward
Ayrton, a professor of physics and electrical engineering known
for his mid-1890s experiments with electric arcs, to respond in a
tone rather different from the hard, technical detail of Marconi’s
presentation.37 Ayrton’s comments, in their seeming anticipation
of a technologic of today, have lately made the rounds in contemporary writing on mobile phones and Wi-Fi.38 While the dominant theme in Crookes’s projection was the possibility of
conversation across a distance greater than telephone wire could
afford, something like the model of a “ping” strikes Ayrton as
particularly salient. Ayrton is interested in testing the state of
reachability rather than the content of that connection itself,
holding out hope that a network of wireless users ceaselessly babbling “Can you hear me now?” might become so rich that “yes”
could be taken to mean “alive,” and silence mean “dead.” The
editor of London’s Journal of the Society of the Arts reports on
Ayrton’s response to Marconi:
Although still far away, he thought they were gradually
coming within thinkable distance of the realization of a
prophecy he had ventured to make four years before, of a
time when if a person wanted to call to a friend he knew not
where, he would call in a loud, electromagnetic voice,
heard by him who had the electromagnetic ear, silent to him
who had it not. “Where are you?” he would say. A small
reply would come, “I am at the bottom of a coal mine, or
crossing the Andes, or in the middle of the Pacific.” Or, perhaps, in spite of all the calling, no reply would come, and
the person would then know that his friend was dead. Let
them think of what that meant, of the calling which went on
every day from room to room of a house, and then think of
that calling extending from pole to pole; not a noisy babble,
but a call audible to him who wanted to hear and absolutely
silent to him who did not, it was almost like dreamland and
ghostland, not the ghostland of the heated imagination cultivated by the Psychical Society, but a real communication
from a distance based on true physical laws.39
The precise distance between “the ghostland of the heated imagination” and “real communication . . . based on true physical
laws” was fiercely debated. Technologists argued over the nature
of speculation into abilities not yet within the realm of possibil54
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ity, what the use of such “prophecies” were, and whether they
could use as evidence an increasingly popular sense that with
each of the latest technological marvels, the prophecies of past
eras were being realized.
The following summer, The Electrician published a review of
yet another area of research and development, wireless telephony, or the ability to send voice and music signals over the airwaves—as opposed to simple telegraphic signals such as Morse
code. The author cites Ayrton’s vision of the attempt to ping a
deceased friend within a ubiquitous cloud of communicative
possibility, acknowledging that
imaginative persons have pictured a state of civilisation in
which promiscuous conversation could always be carried
on by means of pocket wireless telephones. . . . Yet we are
compelled to admit that these things belong to fairyland
and the world of dreams; not to the matter-of-fact everyday
world in which we live.40
At stake here is not the eventual possibility of wireless telephony
but our ability to extrapolate such a device out of “existing lines
of research,” calling into question the “thinkable distance” cited
by Ayrton the previous year.
It is, of course, quite true, and as trite as it is true, that we cannot claim to be able to perceive the limits of possible future
scientific inventions. But that is not the point. A generation
ago no one could foresee the telephone; less than three generations ago the electric telegraph was no more than the idle
dream which wireless telephony is to-day. A future generation, therefore, may conceivably accomplish as much in wireless telephony as is dreamed of to-day by visionaries. But if it
does, it will be by means of discoveries hitherto not even suspected, and by methods not even the germ of which can be
detected in the wireless telegraphy of to-day.41
The author grants the possibility that something resembling the
idea of pocket wireless might come about some decades from
now. However, he asserts that to anticipate future developments
in wireless technology is fundamentally impossible and that successive configurations and revolutionary new advances in the
field of electromagnetic wave propagation will outstrip everything known at present about wireless communication.
The “Wireless Telephony” passage ends by noting that dreams
of wireless telegraphy will be realized by means of “methods not
even the germ of which can be detected in the wireless telegraphy of today.” Framed as it is in the vein of a time-traveling,
science-fictitious counterfactual, this line raises several important
temporal issues. First, how are these anticipations, formulated in
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“Wireless Telephony” as “dreams” and earlier by Ayrton as
“prophecies,” produced in the first place? The author of the
Electrician editorial allows for the possibility that we may accomplish in the future the dreams of wireless today. But his proposition is that these dreams will be realized through a method totally
alien to anything we know, leaving us to wonder about the
medium through which such anticipations take shape. This
brings up a second question regarding the keyword method. No
longer are we talking about individual devices or even the more
disperse “technology,” with its implications of an established
social infrastructure. Instead, we are left to consider “method,”
a style of performing a task. How does one detect the germ of a
method native to the future in the experimental proposals at hand,
a method whose cultural protocols and technical infrastructure
are not yet in place? Might such a method have a material existence beyond “fairyland and the world of dreams”?
Toward Science Fiction
One of the most interesting specimens in the history of pocket
wireless is not the most technically original, nor does it project
the most imaginative communicative scenario. However, both its
designer and the circumstances of its appearance in the April
1911 issue of Hugo Gernsback’s Modern Electrics merit attention.
In the magazine’s monthly “Experimental Department,” where
readers could submit their home-brewed designs for novel electric devices, a fifteen-year-old Mumford, who would later author
the magisterial history Technics and Civilization (1934), published his first piece of writing, a blueprint for a new kind of
compact wireless receiver he described as “a portable wireless
outfit smaller than a small camera, in which sensitiveness is not
sacrificed to saving of space.”42 Flipping back three pages in the
same issue, one finds the first installment of Gernsback’s serial
novel Ralph 124C 41+: A Romance of the Year 2660, one of the
earliest works of modern science fiction.
The proximity of this future media theorist’s first piece of published writing to one of the foundational works of science fiction
is no coincidence. Mumford’s early preoccupation as a tinkerer
took root in a forum for the exchange of designs, components,
and visions of the future. Modern Electrics, which began as a
mail-order catalogue for wireless parts and other electrical equipment, evolved into “A magazine devoted entirely to the Electrical
Arts.” In a tradition that extended into Gernsback’s later publications—including Electrical Experimenter, Radio News, Science
and Invention, and Amazing Stories—Modern Electrics pioneered
a kind of writing that combined hard technical description with
an openness to the fantastic. It was a mixture out of which an
entire literary genre emerged to tackle the question of the dis56
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Lewis Mumford’s first piece
of published writing. Lewis
Mumford, “A Portable Receiving
Outfit,” Modern Electrics,
April 1911.

tinctive specificity of “medium” in a new wireless age.43
While Gernsback is widely credited as one of the founding
fathers of modern science fiction, and the Hugo Award named for
him is given out each year to the best works in the genre, he now
receives little more than a one- or two-sentence nod in science
fiction studies. The canonically accepted story is that Gernsback
launched the genre as the founding editor of Amazing Stories in
April 1926, treated the magazine as little more than a commercial
venture, and with his “crude and heavy-handed” editorial style
ended up perpetuating many of the negative stereotypes still
associated with science fiction.44 Much of this attitude has been
inherited from a generation of science fiction scholars who were
not academics but editors who disparaged Gernsback’s editorial
practices as well as the infamously low wages he paid his writers.
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But this inherited version focuses only on the period from Amazing
Stories and after, almost entirely overlooking the context of the
genre’s birth in Gernsback’s fleet of electrical experimenter magazines, as well as his work as a pioneer in media technologies and
broadcasting techniques. In magazines like Modern Electrics
(1908–1914), which began as a mail order catalogue for Gernsback’s
electrical-parts importing company, one could find a literary treatise on what the genre of “scientifiction” should look like alongside a blueprint for a homemade television receiver. Translations
of an influential German handbook titled The Practical Electrician
ran alongside speculative articles on what would be required to
send (and receive) a wireless signal from Mars. Long before
Amazing Stories, writers in these technical publications used
speculative fiction in their attempts to find a language suited to
the analysis of emerging media such as radio, television, or the
more exotic osophon and telegraphone. This was a moment
when the shape of media to come was totally up in the air, and for
the technologists and storytellers negotiating the contours of
pocket wireless, the material of the machine was precisely the
means through which its futures were negotiated. Contrary to the
aims of the author of “Science and Conjecture,” who draws a line
between the era of science and technology and that of spiritualists and mediums, a properly techno-logical tradition did carry
into the twentieth century in which “medium” remained a vehicle of projection and foresight.
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